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1.

1.1.

INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

In the absence of a general analytical dbsign tool for the purpose of judging
the allowable extent of comosion wastage in oil tankers, this particular area
of ship structural analysis has been given to experience-based guidelines as
the only feasible treatment.

In the rule books of today’s classification

societies, the subject of “allowable wastage” is generally absorbed into simple
equations that provide some indication of a minimum strength standard for
newbuild designs and renewals.

While safe ships have been built and are

continuing to be built under the guidelines of these rude requirements, the
provisions involve a startlingly simple set of variables when one considers
the complexity and diversity of the structures, the environments, and the
operation philosophies involved in today’s tanker trade.
This report

summarizes
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Industries
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the work

done

Heavy Industries
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corrosion
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The prediction of the actual loss in the structural capacity of the ship,
structure due to corrosion can only be dealt with on a case-by-case basis. The
prediction must be based on the full facts of each specific design.
4

/2 ,,.,.:.
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The

methods by which these predictions are made are, by nature, unique to each
design and no attempt will be made to review them. What is reviewed here
are the criteria set out by the classification societies which define minimum
requirements for hull strength and how appropriate forms of corrosion
control can result in allowances for scantlings below the minimrun values.
A unified hull girder longitudinal strength standard has been established by
the International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) which all
ships, new and existing, must satisfy.

This standard, which comes in the

form of a simple formula for the minimum midship section modulus,
embodies the vast experience that has been accumulated by the members of
the classification societies and has provided adequate safety for the world’s
fleet of ocean-going vessels. The standard was most recently revised in 1989
and is as follows:
S7 MinimumLongitudinalStrenmhStandards
S7. 1 The minimummidshipsectionmodulusatdeck andkeel for ships90 m <
L <500”m ~d madeof hullstructuralsteelis:
Wmm= cLzB(C~+0.7)k
(cm3)
where L = rulelength(m)
B = rulebreadth(m)
C~= ruleblock coefficient ( 2 0.60)
c = c. for new ships
c = c, for shipsin service= 0.9cn

c“ =lo.75–

300-L” %
() 100

=10,75
=lo.75-

for 90m< L

S 300m

for300m< L < 350m
L-30() %
() 100

for 350m< L < 500m

k = materialfactor
= 1.0for ordinaryhullsteel
e 1.0for highertensilesteel

5
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S7.2 Scmtlingsof all continuouslongitudinalmembersof hull girderbasedon
the section modulus requirementin S7.1 are to be maintainedwithin 0.4L
amidships.
However,in specialcases,basedon considerationof type of ship, hull form and
loadingconditions,the scantlingsmay be graduallyreducedtowardsthe end of
the 0.4L part, bearing in mind the desire not to inhibit the vessel’s loading
flexibility.
S7.3
In ships where part of the longitudinalstrengthmaterialin the deck or
bottomareaareforming boundariesof tanksfor oil cargoes or ballastwaterand
such tanksare provided with an effective corrosion protection system,certain
reductionsin the scantlingsof theseboundariesare allowed. These reductions,
however,shouldin no casereducetheminimumhull girdersectionmodulusfor a
new shipby morethan570.

By establishing this strength standard based on the acquired experience of
successful designs, a safety margin to account for the inevitable wastage of
hull steel structures has been built in to the formula,

The individual

classification societies then go on to provide exceptions to the rule to account
for unusual design concepts and the use of corrosion protection systems [1]

1.3.PROBLEM

DEFINITION

It is clear that much still needs to be done to study the problem that corrosion
presents to tanker structures even before solutions can be obtained,

There

are many sources of uncertainties that are involved in this particular aspect
of the aging of a vessel, and their effects, when combined, lead to a very
complicated problem. The challenge, therefore, k two-fold. First, an overall
approach must be developed to coordinate the vast amount of information,
data, and general theoretical concepts involved.

Secondly, each component,

each module of the procedure must be generated using the most efficient and
accurate analytical tools and theories available given the limitations of
computational resources.
There is a vast diiYerence between the structural analysis of a particular
vessel under specific conditions and the general treatment of an entire
&mker fleet.

Highly sophisticated proven techniques

are available to

accurately predict the strength of ships’ structures. For example, non-linear
finite element analyses exist to compute the capacity of steel stmctures to
resist failure in a variety of failure modes, and numerical techniques are
6
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available to accurately describe the loading environment and load effects, but
these techniques are only applicable to highly detailed case-specific studies,
and they come at great cost in computer time and resources.
In contrast, as mentioned previously, the foundations of the classification
society corrosion was~ge criteria and structural guidelines consist of very
broad general methods that can only be used as guidance.

While these

guidelines provide a quick evaluation of a newbuild’s performance or an
existing ship’s condition, they have no rational analytical basis, and, as
quantified by Shama [2] a large undue cost can be potentially developed as a
consequence of an irrationally designed structure.
What follows is a description of the attempt made during this one-year
project to bridge the gap between the specific and general methods of
determining corrosion wastage limits,

This implies the development of a

rational analytical tool that is not too expensive to use, can be used
interactively (as in the early stages of design or during a routine inspection),
and can be applied to the general tanker fleet. It is with this goal in mind
that the project was undertaken.
l.Li.

SOLUTION ALGORITHM

1.4.1.

Life Assessment

The task of defining corrosion limits for a complicated structural system such
as an oil tanker is, in fact, just one aspect of what can be generally termed
the Life Assessment paradigm.
over its lifetime, -d

A particular vessel can age in many ways

the purpose of a life assessment is b develop some

global index that desctibes the condition of the aging vessel in terms of safety
or reliability or seticeability,

eti. It follows naturally that the development

of a life assessment procedure will provide a convenient framework horn
which to begin defining these corrosion limits.
The main result of a life assessment is a description of how the defined S1
(inverse measure of the probability of “failure”) behaves as the vessel ages,
i.e, it determines ~(t), where ~ is the safety index and is a function of time.
Once ~ falls theoretically below a predetermined minimum level, ~n,
7

the

time at which this occurs can be noted, and limits can be prescribed based on
how ~ was defined and what caused it to drop below the allowable level. It is
important

to note

that the initial

limit

(~n)

is determined

horn

considerations such as economic, political, and social issues. It is then the
variables that constitute the definition of ~ in which the engineer is
interested and to which limits will be assigned.
1.4.2.

Time Variability and Comosion Rates

The time dimension in this particular application of life assessment methods
is constmcted

by the inverse

of comosion

rates multiplied

by steel

thicknesses. For this reason, accurate corrosion rates are an essential part of
this project.

In the first year of the Structural Maintemnce

for New and

Existing Ships Project, Pollard focused on the determination of corrosion
rates in tanker internal structures. A large amount of wasbge
gathered from a wide range of gauging reports,

data was

Statistical analyses were

performed to determine comosion rate trends based on the type of tank, the
type of structural detail, and the relative location of the detail within a tank.
It is this type of information that facilitates a more realistic, rational view at
monitoring the decline of a vessel’s structure over the course of its design
lifetime.
1.4.3.

Reliability

Gauging corrosion rates and their effect on ships’ structures is a very
uncertain proposition, therefore, it is practically useless to approach this
problem from a purely deterministic point of view. Any overall safety index
that can be applied to this problem is itself is a random variable in the
extreme, and the uncertainties grow significantly the further into the future
that ~ is projected. Much of the uncertainty is simply inherent in this very
complex problem and can not be reduced.

However, a large portion of the

uncertainty will come horn modeling emors which reflect the limitations of
the available theories.
IS.

SHIP MAINTENANCE INFORMATIONSYSTEM(SMIS)
1.5.1.

Overview
8

The ever increasing availability of computer resources and the growing
refinement

of analytical techniques

make it possible to take a more

analytical angle at the problem of predicting that point in a vessel’s life when
the degree of corrosion wastage renders the structure unreliable.

Naturally,

the design of a computer application is an integral part of any attempt b
develop a solution h a problem of such complexity as this one. Therefore,
along with the engineering considerations involved in this project, the
preliminary

design

of an information

system, the Ship

Maintenance

Information System, is interwoven with the theory.
The goal implicitin thedevelopmentof sucha systemis b develop a PC application
based on the developed approach which has the following qualities:
Efficiency - Intelligent use of available resources.
Flexibility - Built in capability for customizing the system.
Reliability - Robust system with error checking and input validation
procedures.
Maintainability - Clear and complete system documentation both of
the system
design and implementation.
Usability - Can be applied by a wide range of users.
Accuracy - Yields reasonable and useful results.
●
●
●

●

●
●

As a supplement to the theoretical effort aimed at achieving the stated
objectives, the development of a model program was proposed to illustrate the
point.

This report, therefore, also documents the development of the Ship

Maintenance Information System (SMIS), a PC based system that was
modeled after the theoretical approach developed during this one year
project. The SMIS is intended to be an illustration of how such an approach
could be implemented.
1.5.2.

Primary Programming Considerations

The lifetime structural characteristics

of a vessel fleet constitutes

extremely

which,

complex

physical

situation

to model,

represents

an
a

formidable and sometimes overwhelming task. The amount of data required
to represent even one year of a vessel’s life could fill volumes.
treat the many aspects of this subject, it is necess~

In order to

h break this large

amount of data up into small pieces that can be handled one step at a time in

9

manageable portions. A relational database immediately suggests itself as a
‘1

means by which to achieve this organization.
FOXPROfor WINDOWSis a Microsoft relational database management system.
In addition

to providing the tools by which ta manage large amounts of

related data, FOXPROalso provides a progr amming language which allows
the development of a sophisticated user interface and the precise control of
information flow.

With these powerful capabilities provided, the entire

application could be developed from within the FOXPROenvironment.
However, while the underlying data stn.lcture is easily constructed md the
management of the data can be framed in a “user friendly” interface, there
are a number of aspects of the procedure that involve a significant amount of
“number crunching,” or the repeated manipulation of large data sets. These
i

procedures are not suited to the data management environment, but rather
to the speed and simplicity of FORTRAN programming.
1.5.3.

Design Limitations

In an attempt ta design this application, it is important to realize the
limitations that are implicit in the scope of this one year project.

Only the

first of the two main challenges stated in the overview was addressed, i.e.
only the general approach was modeled. The scope of the rigorous technical
i

aspects was reduced to ensure that the design itself was completed. In view
of this, the following general simplifications were made:
●

It was not possible to address all of the failure modes that are the result of
corrosion in hull structures.

The strength (capacity) analyses were

focused cm failure due ta buckling instability of the ships’ structural
components. Failure due to corrosion fatigue and cracking were not dealt
with directly.
.

“

The treatment of comosion rates was limited to general uniform wastage.
Pitting and grooving types of comosion were not treated

●

Simplified Reliability Methods were used to limit the complexity of the
System Reliability problem to a manageable level.

10
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Context Diagram

1*5.4*

Shown in Figure 1.1 is the context layer diagram for the theoretical SMIS
A context layer data flow diagram represents the general

application.

interface between the application and the external sources and sinks of
information.

This particular diagram shows that a combination of vessel

specific data and fleet wide data are input into the system where they are
used to describe the availability (a general description of reliability) of the
vessel projected over time. The system then generates a report of corrosion
Iimits based on the results of the life assessment.

The components of

system will be developed over the next three chapters.
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2.

LIFE ASSESSMENT

2.1.AVAILABILITY
A life assessment procedure provides a convenient framework from which to
prescribe limiting conditions on any one of the many factors that affect the
reliability of a vessel,

Nippon Kaiji-Kyokai developed a model of a life

assement procedure for ships and offshore structures that could theoretically
provide a comprehensive indication of the condition of a particular vessel at
any one time during its operational lifetime.

In this life assessment

approach, the reliability is defined in terms of the availability

of the vessel,

a requirement set by the owners/operators that describes the percentage of
time that the vessel must be in service.
During a ship’s lifetime, it spends a certain amount of time being inspected
or repaired.

These “outages” can be attributed to three major categories of

events:
1. Planned Inspection and Maintenance Routines (IMR) either required by
law or set by the owners themselves (whichever is the more conservative
practice).
2. The repair of stmctural failures that are due to a weakness in the ship’s
structure. These outages become more frequent as the ship ages.
The repair of structural failures following accidents that are caused by
unforeseen extreme -loading conditions and/or human and organizational
error (HOE).
A numerical quantity called the unavailability can be defined as that fraction
i

of time that the vessel is out of semice (years-per-year) due to each of the
above three categories.

Respectively,

these components

of the total

12
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unavailability, U, can be designated as Upti Usp UOT. The availability, AU, is
expressed as:
AU = l-u=

l-(up~+u~~+uo~)

If a design AU is given, and provided that the components of unavailability
can be accurately calculated or predicted over the life of the vessel,
judgments can be made concerning the acceptable or allowable deterioration
of the vessel’s structural strength. ‘The figure below schematically shows this
process in terms of the above quantities.

AV(ydw)
1.0 1

I
. ..-

----

----

---

DesignAv

I

I

Design
Life

.

In order to chart the values of unavailability over time, a combination of
detiled

structural analysis, experience, and a wealth of data are needed.
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2.2.SUPPORT

DATABME

A database stmcture is needed to support the types of analyses involved in
the assessment. The following three major database components seine as a
stiting
.

point for the design of the required database structure:

A preliminary sumey database that would contain, among other things,
information concerning the vessels particulars, its cargo, its route, its
corrosion protection system, its inspection and maintenance routine, its
intended senice life, and its prescribed availability. (design Au, UPJ

●

A database of records and statistics of unforeseen accidents, instances of
human error resulting in accidents, etc. (UOT)

●

A database containing referential data such as gauging reports, crack
inspections, the location and nature of structural failures, the time it took
to repair them, etc. (U~F)

The nature of the analytical tool being proposed requires that a database
management system be designed to maintain the data and control the flow of
information.

Without such a system, the tool would be difficult to employ,

and then only by a small range users,

Shown in fig. 2.2 is a data flow

diagram (DFD) depicting the role of the database management system within
the context of this project.
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As indicated in fig. 2.2, the SMIS database management system must be
designed to accept input from a range of users, allow an engineer t.a control
an analytical session, maintain and manage the data, act as a driver for the
analytical routines, and produce reports to ease the interpretation of the
results.
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Shown in fig; 2.3 is a more detailed view of the components of the database
The exact
management system that are required to achieve its purpose.
stmcture of the support database, including the format of the data and how
it will be used in the analysis will be discussed in the following chapters.

2.3.UN-AVAIHILITY
Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between the support database, the general
analysis modules, and the three components of unavailability.
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2.3.1.

UpL: Planned Outages

The unavailability due ta planned outages and the vessel’s IMR can be
derived from the information that is contined

in the Preliminary Survey

database. This quantity which may vary with time (the owner might think it
necessary to decrease the amount of time between inspections as the ship
gets older) must be supplied to the database,
2.3.2.

UOqy Human Emor and Other Causes

The unavailability due to accidents and human emor can be evaluated based
on past experience.

This is the reason for the database containing records

and statistics of such events.
2.3.3.

.USF : Unavailability due to Structural Failure

The majority of the analytical effort undertaken in this project sumounded
the calculation of the unavailability due to structural failure.

This effort

involves: collecting and categorizing the incidents of failure, providing a
statistical interpretation

of the corrosion

wastage

data, developing

a

statistical model of the prescribed loading condition, developing a best
estimate of the structural capacity, and finally, through reliability methods,
obtaining the annual probability of failure for each mode of failure and for
each year of the semice life.
11~~,as defined by NK, is as follows:
I
...
‘SF(f~

1

.
= ;

M7TR
M~~n

+ M&

where there are I fail~e

(t)

modes, and MITR and MTBF are defined by the

following:
MITRi:

Mean time to repair failure i. (obtined

from the structural

failure incident database)
MTBFi : Mean time between failures in the i~ mode.
18
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The mean time between failure for a particular mode (in years) is simply the
inverse of the anual probability of failure for that mode, The calculation of
the probability of failure in a particular mode is a subject of reliability
analysis that is well known throughout the industry.

For a given loading

condition (Demand) and a predicted structural strength (Capacity) there are
several levels of complexity that may be employed to obtain the probability of
failure. There is a great deal of analysis, judgment, and experience that is
required before meaningful results can be realized.

2.4.FAILURE

MODES

For the purpose of estimating UsF, it is necessary to collect structural failure
incidence

into general categories from which information can be drawn that

will be applicable to any vessel in the fleet.
failure incidence

In reality, no two st~ctwal

However, these incidence

are exactly alike.

can be

classed, and it is these classes or modes of failure upon which the analytical
tool w-ill operate. According to Daidola et. al. [31 in terms of the longitudinal
stregth of a hull girder, there are five general categories of failure:
●

Yield failure due to bending of the ship considered as a beam

●

Compression instability buckling

●

Brittle fracture

b

Fatigue fracture

●

Ultimate plastic collapse

These five general modes can be further separated into categories based
primarily on the type of structural sub-elements that are aHected.

Only

compression instability buckling and ultimate collapse are treated in this
study;

although,

given

the

appropriate

support

data

and

analytical

techniques, the overall procedure could be extended to treat the other three
general categories of failure.

19
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It is necessag

to calculate the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) and the

Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) for each failure mode that can be identified as
being a likely to occur during the design lifetime of the vessel.

The

development of MTBF for a particular mode is an analytical matter that will
be discussed in the next chapter.

M’ITR, on the other hand, must be

obtained from fleet-wide data and experience in a manner similar to that for
obtaining corrosion rate information.

Therefore, under the heading of

Referential Data, the support database must contain information in a form
that will yield appropriately categorized repair information
This categorization process requires a great deal of shipyard experience and
data and could potentially

be carried out to a high level of detail.

Unfortunately, this type of data is generally held as cotidential

and was not

available during this study. However, some additional general categorization
can be made which can seine as an illustration and a starting point for
further work on this topic.
In the case of compressive instability buckling, repair information can be
seperated into the following five general categories:
Class I - failure leading to the replacement of longitudinal stiffeners
(tripping, stiffener induced buckling, plate induced buckling)
Class II - failure leading to the replacement of internal plating
between stiffeners (buckling of plating between stiffeners)
Glass III - failure leading to the replacement of shell (external) plating
between stiffeners (buckling of plating between stiffeners)
Class lV - fail~e

leading to the replacement of an internal stiffened

panel (overall gdlage buckling)
Class V - failure- leading to the replacement of an external stiffened
panel (overall grillage buckling)
While these five classes cover nearly all of the types of compressive
instabilityy buckling failures, some additional information must be supplied
in order to get accurate information regarding how much time a particular
20
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vessel will be out of semice because of them. For example, there is a high
degree of comelation between failure modes and in the case of an entire
stiffened panel being replaced, including the time it takes to repair each
stiffener on the buckled panel would result in an overestimation of the repair
time. These difficulties can be dealt with but only if the required information
is provided.

21

STRUCTURAL
FAILURE, USF

3.

3.1.OVERVIEW
The determination of the unavailability due to year-to-year type structural
failures, USF, comprises the major analytical effort of this Life Assessment
routine. A large amount of data analysis as well as theoretical concepts are
required to model a particular vessel’s semice lifetime.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, USF has been defined by NK as a
fuction

of the mean time between failure incidence

and the mean time that

the vessel is unavailable while the failure is being repaired.
Since specific types of failure tend to occur more often as a vessel ages, USF
is a function of time and the particular failure modes that are associated with
the vessel. M~~

(Mean Time To Repair failure mode ‘n’) is a quantity that

is obtained for each failure mode through the analysis of Inspection and
Maintenance

Routine

(MR)

data collected and stored in the support

database and will be assumed to be constant over the life of the vessel being
examined. MTBFn (Mean Time Between Failure mode ‘n’) is cast in terms of
years, and is defined as the inverse of the annual propability of failure for
the nth failure mode.

These probabilities will increase in time due to

wastage of the internal stmcture.

Since ‘the above summation is over all

possible failure modes,, there will be a marked increase in USF over the
lifetime of the ship.

3.2.GEmRAL

PROCEDURE

The task of developing an estimate of the annual probability of failure for
any given failure mode can be divided into a number of modules or

22
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subroutines each of which constitute a major component of the calculation.
These modules are listed below:
●

VesselDefinitionModule

●

FailureDefinitionModule

●

CapacityModule

●

DemandModule

●

ReliabilityModule

●

CorrosionModule

The general procedure involves defining a section of a particular vessel’s hull
and the failure modes associated with it. For example, many incidence

of

buckling occur around the midship section where the primary bending
moment is generally at its peak.

These incidence

might range from very

localized buckling of plating between stiffeners to overall collapse of the
primary structure.
Next, the loading effects are determined based on a particular vessels
geometry and loading environment.

The capacity of the stmcture and its

elements are then calculated and compared with the demands of the seaway
loads. This involves the use of reliability methods that treat both individual
structural elements and systems of elements.

Combining knowledge of the

resulting probability of failure and knowledge of the consequences (repair
time) of failure for each mode results in a calculation of USF for one given
time step.
Using the comosion data contined

in the referential database, comosion

rates can be calculated and applied to each element of the defined section.
The designated time s~p defines the extent of the wastage of these elements
and their capacities are then recalculated. Applying the same loads as before,
the procedure for determining USF is repeated. The next time step is made,
the section is corroded fimther, and the entire process is repeated until USF
is defined over the entire Design Life of the vessel.
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Figure 3.1 contains a data flow diagram for the calculation

of USF.

Components of each module in the procedure and their relationship of the
support database components are depicted.
With the general procedure outlined above, what follows is a description of
each module and how it fits into the calculation of UsF(t).

3.3. VESSEL DESCRIPTION MODULE
Purpose: To provide all of the v=el

specific information that will be needed as

input to the analyses that follow in subsequent modules.
In order to complete the analyses outlined in the preceding section for a
specific vessel, the preparation of a large amount of preliminary data is
required.
physical

Specifically,
structure

extensive information must be provided on the

of the vessel

as well as its intended

operational

performance or mission profzle.
The Physical Vessel
There are two main aspects involved in the physical description of a vessel.
One aspect involves the description of the hull geometry and weight
distribution for the purpose of calculating stillwater and vertical wave
bending moments, and the other involves a description of the internal
longitudinal

structural

components for the purpose

of calculating

the

capacity of the hull to resist these moments.
With the obvious exception of the outside hull form, an oil tanker is generally
made up of rectangular cells.

It is ditided internally by decks, transverse

bulkheads, and longitudinal bulkheads, which constitute planar divisions
parallel to the base plane, section plane, and centerline plane, respectively.
Therefore,

a logical point h

designation of these fior

begin the vessel destiption

internal ditisions.

The cmfguration

is with the
of the cell

spaces is naturally a complicated one, and therefore, simply stating the
number of each type of division will generally not lead to an accurate
description of the internal spaces. In order to make this description possible,
it is necessary h assume that a hierarchy exists, i.e., one type of stmcture
represents the primary division, another type constitutes the secondary, etc.
25
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Shown in Fig. 3.2 is one possible model for this hierarchy depicted as “one-tomany” relationships.

In words it states that for every vessel there are many

sections separated by transverse bulkheads, and for every section there are a
number of deck levels separated by decks and inner bottoms, and, finally, for
every deck level there are a number of transverse compartments separated
by longitudinal bulkheads.

There will naturally be configurations that can

not be described by this model, however, it is simple enough to facilitate a
quick and fairly realistic description of the internal arrangement of a vessel.

Vessel
i

I

PY---l
.1

compartment

3.3.1. Description of Vessel for had

Calculation

The loading conditions that will be experienced by a vessel during its lifetime
are based on the supe~osition of the stillwater loads and the loads that are a
result of the vessel’s response to its wave environment. For the wave loads in
this study, only the vertical wave bending moment will be examined as this
is the primary component of the axial stresses that cause buckling in a
vessel’s longitudinal members. Other loads such as transverse moments and
slamming will not be treated, although there is room for such analysis within
the overall procedure.
26
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As mentioned, the hull is subdivided longitudinally into s~tions.
there are around 20 stations defined between perpendicul~s

Typically,

and the

is a longitudinally “discretized” vessel as shown in fig. 3.3:
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For the calculation of both the stillwater and vertical wave bending moment,
the weight and hull form are needed at each station.
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VesselClass:

r,

Station#:
TransverseBulkhead(y/n)
Offsets:
HalfBreadth(x)

STATION.DBF

I

1

I

J

w

Height(y)

Girth Distance(s)

The compubtion

of the stillwater loads is simply an element of the basic

hydrostatic calculations that are performed in every design process.

It

requires a knowledge of the longitudinal weight distribution in a variety of
operating conditions (most importantly: full load and ballast conditions) and
also the outside form of the “wetted” hull in each operating condition for the
purpose of calculating the bouyancy distribution.
3.3.2.

Description of Vessel for Capacit y Calculation

A mathematical idealization of a ship’s structure can be acheived in many
ways and to many degrees of complexity.

For the purpose of this study,

analyses are performed on a single transverse cross-section of the vessel hull
at a time.

This two-dimensional

structural model is extended ta three

dimensions by assuming a parallel prismatic form between a specified
transverse web-frame spacing.
An idealized transverse section can be subdivided into elements and groups
of elements whose structural response can be estimated using established
theories and stmctural analysis techniques.
methods with these element response

Combining system reliability

analyses

will lead .ta a fairly

comprehensive treatment of a parallel section of the hull from individual
panel buckling up to the collapse of the primary structure. What follows is a
description of a method that can be implemented in such an application.
Section Idealization
Keeping in mind the assumptions and limitations of the stmctural analysis
techniques to be used, subdiving one of a vessel’s transverse sections requires

some judgement

in order to ensure that the the structural

response

(buckling) of the resulting elements are accurately described by the theories.
The basic building blocks of a longitudinally framed parallel section of a
vessel consist of a panel of shell plating along with an attached longitudinal
stiffening structure.

The tinn “element” used in the context of this study

applies to these building blocks and examples are shown in the figures below.
Fig. 3.5 & 3.6 shows a cut out panel section that could, for example, have
been &en

from the side shell. The shaded portion constitutes an “element”

as described above and, in this particular figure, is representative of an
30
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element that has an ‘L’ shaped longitudinal. Figure 3.6 shows the four crosssectional configurations that will be considered in this study.

tr#eweb

Iongitudin
elemen
{

web frame spacing

I

1.Platewithno stiffener:

I

—
I

2. Platewithflatbarstiffener:

3. Platewith‘T-bar stiffener:

4.“Platewith‘L-bar stiffener:

L
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The stmctural analysis routines that will be described require a fair amount
An individual element’s dimensions,

of information about each element.
location, orientAon,

and boundary conditions are all necessary ingredients

and must be accurately described.
Dimensions:

An element’s dimensions consist of the cross sectional shape

and plate thicknesses, and the (longitudinal) web frame spacing.

Shown

below is an example of the conventions used in this study:

FlangeBreadth
FlangeThickness:
%

A

..“Y.
–

WebThickness

Web

{

Plate

5!-LJ?

1

‘ichess ~

Location: h

Orientation
Angle,Theta

J

[

PlateWidth

element’s location is defined as the location of the element

node with respect to a coordinate system whose origin is defined as the
intersection of the centdine

and baseline of the section. An element’s node

is taken as the center of the element’s plate component (see figure above).
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Origin

Boundary” Conditions:

An element’s stmctural

‘x

response is strongly

influenced by the conditions that exist at its boundaries.

Through careful

definition of these element boundary conditions, it is possible to model
element-to-element interactions as well as the presence of lateral loads
arising from hydrostatic and internal cargo pressure.
Mission Profile

3.3*3.

The mission profile of a vessel outlines various information regarding the
For the
vessel’s operation requirements, limitations, and expectations.
purpose of this study, the following information is required:
.

Design Lifetime (years)

.

% of time in Ballast voyages
% of time in Full Load voyages

.

Ballast Route (Marsden Squares and associated time factor)
Full Load Route (Marsden Squares and associated time factor)
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Operating Policy: Speed vs. Significant Wave Height for both
Ballast and Full Load Conditions
Inspection and Maintenance Routine

Shown below is a schematic example of how the planned unavailability can
be prescribed.

It reflects the possibility that planned inspection

maintenance might step up over time,

IL(ydyr)
1.0
!I
I

5

10

15

time (yrs)
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3.4.DEMAND

MODULE

Purpose: To develop a probabilistic model of the extreme vertical bending moment
for a specific vessel,
3.4.1.

Overview

The “demand’ that is imposed on a tanker vessel is made up of many
different loading effects. Slamming loads, stillwater bending moments, wave
loads, and inertial forces all contribute to the typical global loading
conditions experienced by a vessel. In view of longitudinal strength, which is
the focus of this study, only vertical bending moment will be considered since
it constitutes

nearly all of the demand that is placed on the longitudinal

structural components.
The two principal components of this vertical bending moment are the
StillWater Bending

Moment (SWBM) and the Vertical Wave Bending

Moment (WV13M).

In deterministic terms, the Total Vertical Bending

Moment (TVBM) can be expressed as:
TVBM = SWBM k VWMB
The Convention used here is that a negative value indicates a “sagging”
moment, while a positive value indicates a “hogging” moment. In addition, a
particular vessel is assumed to experience the VWBM symmetrically in the
hogging and sagging mode (hence, the *in the equation).
In reality, there is a great deal of uncertainty associated with the above
equation.

Among the many factors contributing to this uncertainty, those

associated with the inherent randomness of the ocean environment are
dominant along with the modeling errors that are introduced as a result of
the assumption that a ship responds linearly to its environment. In any case,
the only rational approach to modelling the total vetical bending moment is
to represent all of the factors contributing to TVBM in a probabilistic sense
rather than an exact mathematics(deterministic) sense.
More specifically, both SWBM and VWBM are random vmiables

and

therefore, so is TVBM. The purpose of this module therefore is ti develop an
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expression for the probability distribution of ~M
given

its

route

and

response

characteristics.

for a specific vessel,
This

probabilistic

representation of TVBM (demand) will then be compared to a similar
representation of the Capacity of the structure to determine the failure
probability.
Due to consemative design philosophies, instability of tanker structures in
the buckling mode is generally brought about only by extreme environmental
(wave) conditions.

While the stillwater loads can be controlled

and

minimized to a certain extent, the extreme sea conditions make the vertical
wave bending moment the dominant load effect and therefore drives the
analysis of the longitudinal structure. Much work has been done to develop
probabilistic models of extreme sea conditions and their effect on a vessel,
and the approach taken in this study is based on that developed by Mansour
[4]
3.4.2.

Environment

The first step in this process involves determining what sea conditions a
tanker is likely ta face based on available sea data. A vessel’s trade route can
be separated’ into areas over which the sea conditions, typically characterized
by significant wave height, are relatively constit.

There have been a

number of attempts ta gather comprehensive ocean data, but there has yet to
be produced an adequate set of consistent, complete measurements from
which

directional

comprehensive

wave

energy

spectra

can be

derived.

The

most

collection of measurements to date is that compiled by

Hogben and Lumb d~ng

a period of seven years from 1953 to 1961. Data ‘

involving wave height and periods were collected for areas that were grouped
into Marsden square zones (shown below).

An example of their data is

presented below for the case of the Norwegian Sea area (Marsden square #l).
In effect, the lable represents a scatter diagram (obsemed

percentage

frequency of occurance) of a combination of wave height and period.
Table 1.: ScatterDiagramfor NorthernNorthAtlanticTradeZone (MarsdenSquares
1,2,6,7,&8)

I

Wave Periwl
(seconds)
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With a vessel’s mission profile outlined in the Vessel Description Module, it
is then possible to calculate the total relative frequency of occurance for each
combination of significant wave height and zero up-crossing period based on
the designated Marsden Squares and the relative time spent in each one in
either the ballast and full load conditions. That is:
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where: Pi= obse~ed f~quency of occm~ce of thecombinationof Hs
andTz in MsrsdenSqaure,i.
f(i) = thetimefactor (percentageof time)thatthe vesselspendsin
Squarei
The summationis taken over all Marsden Squsres along the
vessel’sroute
A separatep(Hs,Tz) marnx is formed for each of the two load
conditions.
In order to calculate the response of a particular vessel, each sea state on the
vessel’s trade route must first be described in terms of a characteristic wave
energy spectmm, While the set of wave records presented by Hogben and
Lumb does not provide enough information to develop fully directional sea
spectra for each Marsden square, there’ are other idealized point spectra that
can be calculated from the data and that can provide valuable input ta the
ship response “black box” that will be discussed in the next section.
Of the various
Bretschneider

point spectra that are well known

to the field, the

Spectmrn is chosen for use in this study since its two

parmeters (wave height and period) allow a more accurate description of a
seaway thfi

a one parameter spectrum (Pierson-Moskowitz) while the sea

data available is insuilicient

for the development of, say, the Ochi 6-

parameter spectrum.
The Bretschneider Spectrum has the form :

S~(w) = $exp

-B
—
0)4

[1

where the parameters. A and B are in fact dependent on the parameters of
wave height and period.

A and B have several forms depending on what

characteristic values for height and period are used. For example , if Hogben
and Lumb’s data is presented in tarns of Significant wave height (Hs) and
Zero Up-crossing period (Tz), then it is convenient to express A and B in
terms of Hs and Tz as follows:
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The implication of using an idealized point spectrum is that the wave field in
the open ocean consists of two dimensional long crested waves.
obviously a misrepresentation

This is

of the real situation especially in storm

(extreme) conditions and use of this model could potentially lead h a
significant overestimation of the environment to which a vessel is subjected.
The sea is generally “softined” by its directionality, and this effect may be
partially accounted for by the use of a spieading function in conjunction with
a point spectrum. At the 15th International Towing Tabk Conference (ITTC
1978), it was proposed that the Bretschneider spectrum be combined with a
.

~cosz p (where -%’%)
h ‘ode’
n
The final form of the characteristic wave energy

spreading function of the form:
average conditions.

spectrum for a particular Marsden Square is:

sL(o),)l) = ~sL(o))cos*
n

p

where S(o)) is as defined previously.
3.4.3.

Environmental

Effects (Load)

With a spectral representation of any given seaway established according to
the preceding

section, it is possible h calculate a variety of ship response

sepctra for a specific vessel provided that a Transfer Function or Response
Amplitude Operator (R.A.O.) can be developed for the responses of the
particular vessel. For this study of course, it is the vertical wave bending
moment at a transverse section that is of interest.
The calculation of the vertical wave bending moment response of a vessel at a
particular section involves (first) the solution of the equations of motion for a
ship in regular seas, (second) the evaluation of increment

vefical

forces

(excluding stillwater buoymt forces) based on these motions, and (third) the
integration of these forces over the length of the vessel.
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The vertical wave bending moment at a particular section is equal to the
diHerence between the inertial force and the sum of the external forces:
exciting force (E), restoring force, (R) and body motion force (D) [71.
VWM4(x) =15 -(E5 +R~ +D~)
Employing linear ship motion theory (along with strip theory) leads to the
computation of the response amplitude operator as a function of relative
wave incident angle, frequency, and ship speed. Then, under the assumption

that the theory of linear superposition over the frequency domain holds tree,
this function can then be used as the ‘black box” by which the o,utput
spectrum is obtained from the input (wave energy) spectrum.
S}W~~(OI,)
=lRA01w~~(u,,P0,uO)12

.S{(UC,VO,UO);

where:~ = therelativeanglebetweentheship’sfonva.rdmotionandthe
dominanticidentwavedirection:
UO= thevessel’sfonvardspeed;

1(

we = thewaveencounterfrequency=(o

‘ .cos~o ;

SL(0))

+(ow’lo,
uo)=

In this study, information

(l)Zuo

——

1-(2(l) uo/g) “cosy~
on relative heading anlgle is not available;

therefore, it will be assumed that the “worst case” relative heading in view of
vertical wave bending ,moment corresponds to either direct head or following
seas (~0= 0°, 1800).
The calculation of extreme values of VWBM which will be discussed in
section 3.5.5 requires that the value of the average (or expected) vertical
wave bending moment for a specific sea condition be known.
analysis, the area under SWJOI)

From spectral

or the zeroth moment of SW~(co),

~

equal to the mean square value of the response (E-M):
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E\WBM = mo,wBM =

~

s~BM(o))do)

o

And the average value, VWBM, is related to the mean square value by the
expression:
vwf3M(H.,T:) = 0.866JG
Thus, for a particular vessel, a table similar table

can be developed,

detailing the average vertical wave bending moment response ta a given
combination of Hs and Tz. This table would represent, for a specific vessel, a
complete set of input data for the purpose of calculating the extreme values
of vertical wave bending moments that the vessel might encounter during its
lifetime.
3.4.4.

Stillwater

Bending Moment

It should be remembered that a tanker typically divides a significant amount
of its “at sea” time between at least two different loading conditions. In this
study, both full load and ballast conditions will be treated for each vessel.
This distinctions aiTectsnot only the stillwater moment, but also the response
of the vessel to wave action due to perhaps a ~erent
significantly,

draft line or more

different inertia effects resulting born a redistribution

of

weight from one loading condition to the other.
The calculation of SWBM is a simple matter of hydrostatics and involves the
difference between the Weight and Buoyancy distributions along the length
of the vessel. Although the stillwater bending moment can be controlled to a
certain extent and calculated
significant
purposes.

fairly accurately,

there still remains

a

element of uncertainty in its representation for analytiwil
Nikolaidis and Kaplan [5] analyzed data presented by Guedes

Soares and Moan (19_88) and predicted that the standard deviation of
stillwater bending moments for a particular tier

is about 0.21 multiplied

by the rule based value. Treating the ballast and full load conditions
separately would do much to reduce this estimation of uncertainty.
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Due to the fact that the tier

operators have a fair amount of control and

information about the stillwater bending moment, the description for SWBM
i

for both loading conditions will be left up ta the user to supply at the
beginning of the life assessment rather than derived horn fleetwide data as
done by Nikolaidis and Kaplan.
nornd

It will be assumed that SWBM follows a

(Gaussian) probability law given by:

where S is a random variable representing SWBM, m is equal to the mean
value, SWBM, and as is the standard deviation. Thus, the two values, m and
as, need only be supplied in order to describe SWBM for a particular vessel.
3.4.5.

Extreme Total Vertical

Bending Moment Distribution

With a description of a vessel’s environment, response to the environment in
terms of vertical moment, and stillwater bending moment characteristics
established as in the preceding, the extreme value distribution of the Total
Vertical Bending Moment can be developed for both full load “and ballast
loading condtions,
The basic time increment involved in this study is a one-year period.

This

constitutes a “long-temn” situation in view of ocean statistics. While this fact
does not afFectthe stillwater component of the toti vertical bending moment,
it carries strong implications for the interprehtion
vessel response.

“Long-term” implies that

of the wave stitics and

the vertical wave bending

response of a vessel during this time period can not be described by a
stationary statistical model. However, empirical studies have shown that the
amplitude of the vertical wave bending response over the long term follows
i

(approximately) an exponential probability law with the average (expected)
value of the wave bending moment as a parameter:
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where X is a random variable representing TWllM,

and ~ = VWBM =

average value of WVBM.
Defining the random variable, Y. as the extreme value of wave bending
moment, X, in n reco~ds of X, the use of or~r

statistics permits the

probability law which governs Y. to be expressed as follows [Mansour, JSR
‘72]:

y>

o

As stited before, Hogben and Lumb’s data were collected over a period of
The
about seven years and therefore constitutes a seven year record.
parameter n in the above equation can be estimated for a particular vessel as
the nearest integer to the value of the vessel’s design life (in years) divided
by seven.

For example, most vessels have a design life of approximately

twenty years and consequently, they span roughly three record periods of
Hogben and Lumb’s sea data; i.e. n =3.
Therefore, in order to completely know the distribution of the extreme value
of vertical wave bending moment, the value of the average wave bending
moment over the seven year record period is the only remaining item h be
calculated.

Given that the average response to each sea state has been

calculated along with the probability that the vessel will experience that sea
shte, the total average wave bending moment is then simply:
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wherej correspondsto eitherBallast(1) or FullLoad (2) conditions
Letting T be a random variable representing the total vertical bending
moment, the equation for TVBM can now be expressed as:
Tn=S*Yn
Combining the two probability laws goverm.ing S and Yn, leads h the
folloting expression for T (see Mansour, 1972 for derivation):

Theoretically, this process would be repeated for each section of the vessel in
both loading conditions which, for the case of a vessel with twenty designated
stations, would result in forty repetions of a process that is already
computationally demanding. In order to reduce this demand, it is possible to
develop the above expression for just the midship section in each of the
loading conditions and then make assumptions as to how TVBM varies along
the length of the vessel.

For example, both the mean of TWBM and the

variance could be assumed to vary along a vessels length according to a
distribution factar illustrated in Fig. 3.12:
Distribution

Factor

I

AP

0.4
0.65
Distancefrom A,P.
●

“”*
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While this may be a bold assumption, it reduces the necessary repetitions
horn forty to two (one for each load case).
3.4.6.

Local Iaads

The calculation of local loads (i.e. axial stresses on each element as defined
for a section’s structure) can be acheived by employing beam theory.

The

axial stress o~, on an element at station x, and at a distance y~~ from the
instantaneous neutral axis is given by:

a,(X,yr) =

,

TVBM(.1)
‘ynd

I(x)

where I(x) is equal to the area moment of inertia of the section about the
neutral axis.
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3.5.CAPACITY Momm
I

Purpose: To produce, for a specified vessel, probability distribution functions of

the mpacity of the vwsel’sstructureto resistthe failure modes defined in
the Failure Definition Module.

3.5.1.

Overview

As the second aspect to the reliability problem, the Capacity module
generates a probabilistic description of a vessel’s stnlcture to resist the
seaway loading in both the hogging and sagging modes. The capacity of the
structures defined in the Vessel Description

module can be generally

described in terms of their load/displacement curves.
local and ultimate failure modes,
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The event of an element surpassing its elastic limit due to extreme loading
does not necessarily constitute failure as there is generally some residual
strength left in the plastic regime.

In order to maintain generality in this

study, structural capacity will be defined as that level of load at which the
slope of the loadklisplacement cme

reaches zero. This, in effect, defines the

ultimate limit stite for each element and group of elements.

While some

elements may need to be replaced or repaired at lower limit s&@s such as
the elastic limit or some limiting value on displacement, this information is
too de~iled for the general treatment presented here.
What follows is the development of these load/displacement cumes for the
structures defined in the Vessel Description Module.
3,5.2.

Element Load/End-Shortening

Curves

Specifically, the loadklisplacement curve for a particular element is cast in
terms of axial load vs. the shortening at the ends of the element, In view of
buckling, there is a high degree of geometric non-linearity involved in the
computation of this relationship. While there are many design equations and
theories available to predict these cumes and the buckling capacity of
stiffened panels, these generally have as their basis a linear formulation with
some correction factor to account for non-linmrities.
The most rational approach is to deal with the non-linearities directly in a
non-linear finite element formulation.
information

With the proper load and boundary

supplied by the Vessel Description

module, the structural

response of each element can be determined.
Shown below are some possible finite element models that can be used to
describe the types of structural arrangements and response behavior.
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There are four types of general responses that need to be modeled. They are:
●

buckling of plating between stiffeners

●

column buckling (stiffener or plate induced)

●

stiffener tripping (or torsional buckling)

.

overall panel buckling

For a given element geometry, each response mode might require a distinct
finite element model in order ta accurately reproduce the intended structural
behavior.

This could potentially result in a large compubtional

effort,

especially if the number of different types of elements for the section under
consideration is large.
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As an alternative, the design equations mentioned previously can be used,
combining both analytical theory and empirical data to predict the critical
stresses at which a stiffened panel might buckle and, further, to develop
approximate load/end-shortening

curves for a given element cross section.

What follows is an illustrative procedure for determining these curves based
on design equations.
It can be assumed that the load/end-shortening

cme

for a particular

element can be based on the stress-strain curve of the material (steel) of
which it is made. The element stress-strain cume will follow the matetia.1
stress-strain cume up until a critical point at which the element becomes
unstable in compression and buckles, It is necessary, therefore ta first
develop material stress-strain curves.
Generalized material stress-strain cumes can be developed based on a
relatively small number of parameters,

More specifically, given (for a

particular steel) the elastic section modulus, E, the yield stress, OYP,the
proportional limit stress aP, and Poisson’s ratio v, it is possible to estimate
the stress vs. strain characteristics

of that steel in a complete

yet

approximate sense.
This is achieved by dividing the stress-strain curves into three regions
signif@ng: (I) the linearly elastic range, (II) the nonlinear elastic range, and
(III) the perfectly plastic (yield) range as shown in the figure below.
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The stress-strain relationship in this region is simply lineti with the Elastic
modulus as the constant of proportionality, i.e.

R@21Lu

&P< E<&yP

This region generally signifies a nonlinear “softening” of the material which
is represented by a gradual change in the slope of the stress-strain cruwe.
A-I expression for the cume in this region is as follows:

L’

Region111

J

Evp C E < EfP

Perfect plasticity is assumed in this region which is to say that the material
can no longer continue to support increasing load and deforms plastically
With the material behavior defined as above, it remains ta determine the
critical stress at which an element becomes unstable and buckles.

This

critical stress can be assumed to divide the load end shortening tune into
two regions, one region in which the element behaves according to the stable
material behavior, and the other in which the element rapidly “sheds” its
load indicated by a negative slope in the load/end-shortening

cume.

In

general, different elements will exhibit load shedding characteristics to
vzirying degrees, but this phenomenon

is very difficult

to formulate

mathematically.
Buckling of the plate between stiffeners does not necessarily result in the
failure of the stiffened panel.

However, the buckling strength of the
51

stiffener/attiched plating combination is strongly afFectedby the stiffeners of
the plate between stiffeners, and buckling in this region can lead to a
significant reduction in the stability of the column type stMener/plating
combination.

This effect can be modeled in terms of the “effective width”

concept. ”
Shown in Fig. 3.17 is a flow chart describing the calculation of the critical
buckling stress of an element. This model includes the effect of buckling of
the plate between stiffeners by considering that if the critical stress of the
plate between stiffeners is less than the that of the stfiener

and attached

plate as a column, then only an “effective” width of the plate should be
considered in the compu~tion of the column strength. The effective width is
calculated using the computed critical column stress. The column stress is
then recalculated using the new width of the attached plating and an
iterative process is begun.
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Another case might arise in which the critical stress of the element
considered as a column is greater than the ultimate stress of the material of
which it is composed. The element may then be considered as a “hard spot”
53

meaning that the behavior of the element in compression follows that of the
material.
3.5.3.

Ultimate Capacity

While the finite element treatment of individual elements and specific
element groups provide accurate predictions of their load/end-shortening
curves, it is not feasible to apply these same methods ta the entire section’s
structural

system.

The computational

complexity of such a problem

precludes the development of an interactive PC-based computer application.
Instead, the ultimate capacity of a given section can be determined by a
method that was outlined by Smith [6],

This general procedure, outlined

below, determines a Resisting Moment vs. Curvature relation for a prismatic
box girder section based on the individual loacVend-shortening cruwes of its
constitutive structural elements.
Step 1: determine the properties of the section (as built or corroded).

This

includes calculating the second moment of area, I, and the position of the
neutral axis.
Step 2: determine the elastic limit of the section, i.e. the moment and
corresponding curvature at which the first element in the cross section
reaches its elastic limit defined by its individual load/end-shortening cume.
Theoretically, the moment curvature relation of the entire section is linear to
this point.
Step 3: from the elastic limit point, apply an incremental curvature ta the
section the magnitude of which can be arbitrady

defined as a small

percentage of the elastic limit curvature.
Step 4: with the assumtion that plane sections remain plain, the strain on
each element can be calculated as:
Ee=yc”c;

ye = distanceof elementaboveneutralaxis

C = sectioncurvature
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Step 5: from each element’s loacVend-shortening curve, the element forces can
be calculated corresponding to the strain calculated in step 4.
Step 6: Since, at this point, at least one element has passed its linear elastic
point, a “softer” more flexible local structure will result in an imbalance in
horizontal forces and a shift in the neutral axis is required ta ensure that
only a pure bending moment is acting on the section. This generally would
require an iterative procedure where the neutral axis is shifted away from
the plastic region, the strains and forces are recalculated, and the process is
repeated until there is a“zero net horizontal force. However, if the section
curvature increment is small enough, one incremental shift of the neutral
axis can be assumed to be accurate enough, and is given by:

Step 7: determine the bending moment that corresponds to the current stiti
of curvature. This moment is simply calculated as:

Step 8: apply the next increment in section curvature.
From this point steps 4 through
momentfcumature

8 are repeated until the complete
The flow chart in Fig. 3.18
relation is obtained.

graphically illustrates the procedure.
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3.6.CORItOSIONMODULE (TIME VAM.ABILITY
OF CAPACITY)
Purpose: To provide a meansby which to calculate corrosion ratm from general
wastage data drawn from the entire fleet, to assign these corrosion rat=
to the elements and sub~elements of the specific vssel in quNion,

and

then to control the time step procedure in the life as=sment.
Although the inclusion of corrosion rates and the effect of corrosion in the life
assessment procedure is a fairly straightfomvard matter, it is of extreme
importance in that it constitutes the time variability component without
which there would be no life assessment. The corrosion module consists of
three parts:
.

The collectionof corrosiondata,

●

The statisticalanalysisof corrosiondata,and

●

The integrationof theresultsintothelife assessmentprocedure.

3.6.1.

Corrosion Data Collection and Modelling

There is an abundance of gauging reports from which data cah be drawn,
collected during regular inspections of the entire tanker fleet over many
years. The challenge involved in this part of the Corrosion Module is how to
model the data in such a way that trends can be identified that will be useful
to the analysis. It is not sufikient or rational to provide just one number as a
representation of the corrosion rate situation for an entire vessel. There are
many factors that influence the wastage of tanker structures and the values
for mean rate can vary substantially throughout the body of a vessel. Pollard
[8] compiled the following list of important factors effecting corrosion rates:
Shipsize
Deliverydate
“
Cargotype
Doublebottom
Doubleside
‘
Classsociety
Traderoute
Tanklocation

Tanktype
Timein cargo
Timein ballast
Corrosionprotection
system
Ballasttype
Tanktemperature
Tankhumidity
Inefigas

Cargosulphurcontent
Cargowater
Wax in cargo
Heatedcargo
Tankwashing
Corrosiontype
Comodeddetail
Location
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The corrosion rates h

be used in the life assessment

procedure

are

determined through a statistical analysis of the corrosion gauging data
stored in the referential database,

During the first year of the Stmctural

Maintenance for New and Existing Ships Project conducted at the University
of California at Berkeley, these data were collected and analyzed [ ].
Corrosion rates were categorized by a combination of tank type and detail
type and also by a combination of tank type and general location within the
tank. The tank types that are considered in the study fall into the following
four descriptions:
1) Cargoonly
2) Ballastonly
3) Cargo/cleanballast
4) Cargo/dirtyballast
The second category which involves trends in corrosion wastige as they are
affected by general location within the tank (upper third, middle third, lower
third, etc.) provides qualitative information only, and therefore can not easily
be used as input in the analysis.

While location within the tank has a

significant influence on the corrosion rate of the structural components, the
data is not detailed enough to provide a quantification of these trends.
A further deficiency in this data model arises when one considers that the
tank-type/detail-type category only gives information regarding the tank-type
on one side of the plating, generally the side on which the longitudinal
stiffeners are located. b

area of longitudinal bulkhead plating, for example

can have heated cargo on one side and cold water ballast in the adjacent
wing’ tank, while another area of longitudinal bulkhead plating of the sane
cargo tank can have more heated cargo in the wing ti

on the other side.

This situation could result in a significantly diiYerent corrosion rate for what
would be considered im identical ti-type/detil-type

combination by the

database.
(
In developing this module, efficient use can be made of the way in which the
Vessel Definition Module handled the input of each structural element.

A

“key” identifier can be assigned ta a particular sub-element plating at the
time that gauging data (thicknesses) are entered into the database.
example, when a vessel undegoes inspection and a measurement is &en

For
of
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the thickness of a particular sub-element, knowledge of the element to which
the plating belongs in conjunction with the section number comesponding to
that element will give access to the following information from the element
database:

.
●

●

●

typeof element(sideshell,longitudinalbulkhead,etc.)
the contentsof the tanksto eitherside of the platesub-element(cargo only,
ballastonly, etc.)
the region within the tank where the element is located (ullage, middle,
lower,etc)
theoriginalthicknessesof thesub-elements.

This information, plus the identification of the sub-element type (plate, web,
flange) at the time the measurement

is input,

can lead to a fairly

comprehensive description of the major factors that are involved in the
identification of corrosion rate trends.

3.7.RELIABILITY

MODULE (PROBABILITY OF FAILUR@

Purpose: To calculatethe probability of failure in eachfailure mode defined in the
Failure Definition Module based on the demand and capacity determined
for the vessel in question.
Three major sources of uncertainty in the failure probability calculations
come from the Capacity, Demand, and Corrosion modules.

In this study

there are two levels of structural failure to be examined; the element (local)
failure level and the ultimate (global) failure level.

With the probability

density fmction for load approximated by the normal distribution, and with
the corrosion and capacity information

similarly described,

the entire

reliability problem reduces to the fundamental level.
For a particular failure mode i, a “safety margin”, M can be defined as:
M,(f) = ci(f)-Di“
The probability, then, that RIcO is equal to the probability that the capacity
of the structure to resist failure mode i is less than the demand that is placed
on the structure, which in turn is simply the probability of failure in mode i.
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M constitutes a random variable, also normally distributed, whose mean
value, ~, and standard deviation, a, can be easily calculated for any time
instant and any failure mode. Assuming independence between the capacity
and the demand:

The probability of failure is therefore:

pf,,
=p[M<o]=@ o-pM =Cb(-p)

[)

CM

,,

where ~ = ~ is defined as the “safety index” and can be thought of as the
UM
number of standard deviations by which ~Mexceeds zero.

3.8.AVAILABILITY
With the various global variables defined as they have been in the preceding,
there are a number of ways in which the reliability of a particular vessel can
be formulated within the context of its life span. For example, the reliability
can be cast in terms of the mean and standard deviation of the time that it
takes for the calculated availability to drop below the design value, or,
alternatively, the mean and standard deviation of the availability can be
presented at the end of the vessel’s design life.

These two alternative

formulations are presented in figure 3.20. The subtle difference between the
two is that in the first formulation, the uncetinty

in the time dimension is

treated while the limiting availability is laken as detemninistic(design Av),
‘

whereas in the second formulation, the weight of uncertainty rests on the
availability dimension while the design life determines the limiting time.
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For the purpose of defining corrosion limits, it is more important that the
uncertainty in time is treated since the time dimension is directly involved in
the determination of corrosion rates.
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4.

SYNTHESIS OFTHEMODELAPPLICATION

4.1.OVERVIEW
Presented in this chapter is the initial development of a computer application
which is modelled after the approach detailed in the preceding chapters. The
following simplifications were made to facilitate the development of the
model:
1) The load definition module was eliminated, using in its place a rule
based definition of the extreme bending moment amidship.
2) The ‘time until failure’ was based solely on the ultimate capacity of
a section to withstand the imposed bending moment.

While this is

only a component of a component of the overall availability of a vessel,
it clearly and adequately represents a limiting condition, and further,
the additional data and routines needed to complete the entire
availability calculation was beyond the scope of this project.
3) The database

files

are accessed

directly

through

FOXPRO,

eliminating the need for the development of input screens.
4) Corrosion rates were ‘hard-wired’ or manually input to the system
due to the fact that the data did not exist in the designed format.
Corrosion rates were based on Pollard’s findings.
i

Shown in Figure 4.1 is the context layer diagram for the model SMIS
application.

When compared with Figp.ire 1.1 this diagram expresses the

above simplifications in graphic form. By employing a mile based definition
of the loads and by eliminating the need for all that is required for the
calculation of the three components of Unavailability,

the external inputs

become simply the midship section idealization and the general parameters
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used in the calculation of the extreme midship bending moment. The system
then bases its definition of wastage limits on the prediction of the time that it
takes for the wastage of the scantlings ta decrease the ultimate capacity of
the section ta the point at which it no longer can satisfactorily withstand the
rule based load,

Midship

Rule Based

Section

Bending

Idealization

Moment

-1

r

Description

CorTosion

of

Limits

,Ultimate Capacity
as a fn.of Time

7

4.2.
DATABASEMANAGEMENT
Without the need ta support the entire unavailability

calculation,

the

structuring and management of the database becomes considerably simpler.
Direct input of data ta the database files further reduces the complexity of
the database management issue by eliminating the need for input screens.
The principal components of the database are simply the CLASS and
SECTION idealization datibases.

Shown in Figure 4.2 is the next layer DFD

followed by the structure of the developed datibase (Fig. 4.3).
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The definition of a vessel is simply a mattir of filling the data structure
defined above.

4.3.THE

ANALYTICAL SESSION

4.3.1.

Setting up an Analytical

(Life Assessment)

Session

Setting up an analytical session involves little more than identifying which
section of which vessel is to be considered and any biases that are applied to
customize the loading condition.

In addition, the time increment in years
needs to be designated ‘along with a minimum value for the safety index, ~
upon which the “life assessment” is based.
developed

A single main screen was

to accept the input of these session parameters,

do some

elementary calculations and prompt the user to begin the analysis once the
session parameters have been defined. Shown in Fig. 4.4 is this Main Screen
as it ~~ppearson the monitor.
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Values for the stillwater and vertical wave bending moments in both the
hogging and sagging condition are automatically computed once a particular
vessel class is chosen from the popup. At the same time, the “sections” popup
is filled with section names for the chosen vessel and the input fields for
biases and coefficients of variation are enabled and default values are
displayed (1.0 for biases, and 0,0 for COVS).

A field also exists for a user

input “session id code” which is stored in the support database and can be
used to distinguish the results of a particular analytical session for later
study.
Once all of this information has been input, including the time step (typical
values should be around five to seven years for this increment) and minimum
~ level, a button labeled “Begin’ starts the analysis.

4.3,2.

Analysis

The main analysis routines lie beneath the setup screen and automatically
control the flow of the analysis, the links ta the support database, and the
generation of results. The program calculates the safety index at a particular
time step based on the computation of the designated section’s ultimate
capacity in both hogging and sagging modes and the combination of the
defined stillwater and vertical wave bending moments.

If the calculated

safety index is greater than the defined minimum, then the “age” of the
vessel is increased by one time increment, the section’s scantlings are
reduced according to the appropriate corrosion rates, and the process is
repeated until the safety index drops below the set minimum. In addition to
calculating the safety index at each time step, the program builds moment
cmwature diagrams according to the procedure outlined in chapter three,
The following is a list. of the principle modules that comprise the analysis
routine and a brief description of each.
odule..

MA~

Purpose:

This is the main module that performs the remaining
preliminary compuktions regarding loads, coordinates the
subroutines, and generally controls the flow.

Input:

Session control parameters from main screen
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output:

Global information regarding the section at each time step
which is stored in the LIFE,DBF database (i.e. safety index, hog
capacity, sag capacity, initial neutral axis, etc)

Called by:

Main Screen

Calls:

CORRODER, CAPACITY

odule:

CORRODER

Purpose:

This module develops the important “elms” array which contains
the element specific infotiation
such as dimensions and
material properties and includes the comect plate thicknesses
according to current age of teh vessel and the appropriate
corrosion rates.

Input:

“Temp” array which is downloaded from the ELEMENTS.DBF
database and contains the element-by element description of the
chosen section.

output:

“Elms” array which is similar to the Temp array but has
updated the element dimensions to reflect wastage of an aged
vessel.

Called by:

MAIN

Calls:

none

Module:

CAPAC ITY

Purpose:

This module follows the procedure for calculating ultimate
capacity of a section based on the loacVend-shortening cruxes of
its constituent elements. Program is excecuted for a particular
time step.

Input:

“Elms” array described above

output:

caphog and capsag (ultimate capacity in hogging and sagging
conditions) both of which are returned to the MAIN.
Additionally, the moment cunature relationship is uploaded to
MOMCURV.DBF.

Called by:

m
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Calls:

ELMPROPS, STRSSTRN

Purpose:

This module calculates three element properties which are
added ta the elms amay.

Input:

The information contained in one record (row) from the elms
array

output:

cr_strs (critical buckling stress), area (cross sectional area), and
inertia (moment of inertia qbout the centroid) particular “to an
element, and stored in columns 14,15, and 16 of the elms array

Called by:

CAPACITY

Calls:

none

odule:

STRSS T RN

Purpose:

This module returns the stress corresponding to an input strain
level for a particular element based on its material properties
and critical buckling stress.

Input:

cr_strs, elasmod, u_strs, y_strs, poisson, strain

output:

stress

Called by:

CAPACITY

Shown in Fig. 4.5 is a schematic tiew of the modules involved in the initial
application.
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While the CAPACITY module is fairly robust and genuine in its approach,
the ELMPROPS module which calculates the capacity of an element is
scarcely more than symbolic and the development
load/endshorteting

of a sophisticated

module would add significantly to the value of this

program.
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5.

EXAMPLEAPPLICATION

5.1.EXAMPLE
VESSEL
The vessel that was chosen for the example application is a 216,000 D~
single bottom VLCC named the Energy Concentration.

In July of 1980, the

Energy Concentration suffered a “broken back” while discharging oil at the
Mobil Terminal in Rotterdam. While there were many factors that lead up to
the ultimate collapse, the fact that the VLCC was ten years old at the time
suggests that wastage of the stmcture, particularly the bottom plating and
longitudinal,, must have played an important role. In addition to presenting
an interesting

corrosion

study, this event was extensively

studied by

Rutherford and Caldwell [Ultimate Longitudinal Strength of Ships: a Case
St.udyl the results of which can be used as a comp~son.
A

brief

description

of ,the

physical

characteristics

of

the

Energy

Concentration is given in the following tables and figures.
General Particulars
L,O.A.
LJ3.P.
Breadth (mid)
Depth (mid)
Gross tonnage
Deadweight
Block Coef.

tie

326.75 m
313.0 m
48.19 m
25.2 m
98,894 tons
216,269 tons
0.809

overall design and layout of the Concentration was typical of VLCC’S

built around 1970.

The cargo section of the hull was divided by two

70

longitudinal
tanks

and

and twelve

seven transverse bukheads, making a total of five center
wing tanks (Fig. 5.1).

.[I%4S) ,.’(WT..

Fipure 5.l:General

The

~ent

(Prom

catastrophic collapse of the Concentration

where

the

occured around frame 76

still water bending moment was at its maximum value of roughly

17,940 MNm.
structure

and Pm

Shown in Fig. 5.2 is a section view of the longitudinal

of this mid body portion of the hull.

The bottim, side, deck and

longitudinal bulkhead plating are reinforced by closely spaced longitudinal
stiffeners.

The longitudinal structure is then supported by transverse web

frames spaced 5.1 fneteres apart.
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For this study, the hull was idealized as a combination of over two hundred
plate st~ener

element combinations.

A ftil list of the elemtents that

constitute this section is given in the appendix ta this report.

In the able

below are a few examples of the input required to define an element of the
cross section.
Element id:
Co@uration:

BOIS

T

Plate

Web

Flange

Materia
1

plate breadth (mm)
plate
thickness
(mm)
corrosion
rate(rmrdyr)
web depth (mm)
web thickness (mm)
corrosion
rate(nurdyr)
flange width (mm)
flange
thickness
(mm)
corrosion
rate(nmdyr)

1000

D05S

S17S

d

T

1000

25

925
23.5

25.0

0.197

0.051

0.11

797
15
0.063

747
12.7

480
32
0.063

200
33

180
25

0,053

0.050

.

Type

HTS

MS

HTS

elastic mod
(N/mrnA2)
yield stress “
(N/mmA2]
ultimate
strs(N/mmA2)’

4233

4233

4233

350

315

350

555

525

555

0.035
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5.2.LOAD CONDITION
The Concentration failed while in port and in the hogging condition.

The

demand placed on the vessel consisted solely of a hogging still water bending
moment.

In order to simulate this demand situation for the SMIS

calculation, the sagging loads can be left as they were calculated since these
represent non-extreme loads, and are unlikely to drive the overall safety
index.

The hogging vertical wave bending moment can be eliminated by

setting its bias factor equal ta zero.
moment of 17,940 MNm ~

Finally, the extreme stillwater hog

be derived from the “rule based’ by assigning an

appropriate bias factor. The stillwater hog moment calculated by the SMIS
was 5,851 MNm implying a required bias factor of around 3.0.
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RESULTS-CONCLUSIONS

6.

6.1.RESULTSOF THE EXAWLE
APPLICATION
The ultimate capacity of ihe Concentration in the hogging mode is shown in
Fig. 6.1. The capacity was calculated for each of six time steps rahging from
the zero year (as-built) section up until the ten year mark which corresponds
to the age of the vessel when it sailed into port for the last time.

The

horizontal line in each graph represents the extreme stillwater load applied
to the reliability calculation.
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The capacity of the midship section structure in the hogging mode was found
to decline almost linearly with time at a rate of roughly 1,500 MNm/year.
This trend is displayed graphically in Fig. 6.2
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6.2.

RELIABIIXW OF SAMPLE VESSEL AND CORROSION LIMITS

Presented below is the decline in ‘beta” over the lifespan of the Energy
Concentration as calculated by in the example application.

The trend that
The graph
the numbers display illustrates what would be expected.
represents a slightly accelerated (i.e. non-linear) decrease in the safety index.
This is the result of a higher percentage of elements entering the non-linear
regions of their loacVend-shortening curves. The non-linetity

would be more

pronounced if the uncertainty in comosion rates were included in the model
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resulting in a “spreading out” of the probability density function for the
ultimate capacity.
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6.3.

W$)

COFLROSIONLIMI!M

While there where many factors involved in the failure of the i!hergy
Concentration, clearly the wastage of the internal stmcture was one of them.
The wealth of information surrounding this particular event provided the
insight in this case that otherwise would have to come horn a very thourough
treatment as per the approach outlined in this study. OnIy a comprehensive
treament of all the major factors involved will lead to accurate predictions of
the allowable wastage limits.
In the mean time, with the benefit of hindsight and a historically based
estimate of corrosion rates, wastage limits can be assigned to each subelement of the failed section.

Applying a ten year time-until-failure,

and

assuming that corrosion rates remain constant over the long term, the
allowable wasbge

can be calculated.

element presented earlier “me as follows:
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The results for the bottom shell

Subelement I comosion rate

time-until failure
(y-m)
10
10
10

(Imn/yr)

Plate
Web
.
Flange

6.4.

0.197
0.063
0.053

x
x
x

=
=
=

allowable
wastage (mm)
1.97
0.63
0.53

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR F’UTUFWWORK

The goal of this project was to develop a rational approach ta the definition of
corrosion limits in knkers.

The basic framework for an analytical tool that

can be used to solve this problem has been laid out in the preceding sections
along with an example application h illustrate the procedure.

There

remains much work to be done in order ta implement the ideas presented in
this study and create an application that can be used by the industry.
A endeavor such as this one actually involves two disciplines:

Naval

Architecture and Computer Systems Analysis. In order to devel~p a working
application based on this study, the expertise of both fields are required.
Listed below are reccotiendations for future work in both areas:
6.4.1.
●

Naval Architecture Topics

the many uncertainties involved in the
FJeme nt Behavior bong
modeling of this problem, the prediction of the individual element
behavior plays a very significant role.

This uncertainty alone, if not

treated properly, could potentially invalidate the results of the reliability
calculation.

Topics to be considered are: lateral hydrostatic pressure,

initial imperfections, and residual stresses.
●

. .
I
Boundarv CO~
adjacent elements have on

: The effect that
each other plays a significant role in the

calculation of buckling strength.
●

adi n~ Modulg : A loading module based on ship motion theory needs to
be incorporated inti the application.

79

●

~ntv

.

and Co@ation:

A comprehensive treatment, module by

module, of all the uncertainties involved is crucial to the success and
usefulness

of the system.

This includes modelling correlation between

failure modes and comelation between repair times.
.

JIOE:

Some recent work being done in the area of Human and

Organizational Errors could be incorporated inta the approach.

6.4.2.
●

Computer Systems Topics

.
: In order to support all of the aspects of the life
Pa~ Gath-u
assessment procedure, the database must have sticient
and accurate
data.

●

Data Model i ng : This task involves taking the raw data and setting it in a
format that can be used by the analytical routines while at the same time
providing for the ease of input.

●

User Interface : A consitent user interface needs to be designed that will
allow a range of users to operate. This includes providing help screens,
menu bars, error checking, input (data entry) screens, and output
(reporting) screens.

b
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●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

●

●

11/30/93

●

ANALYSIS,SPR

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●Author’sName

●

●

●

●Copyright(c)

●
●
☛
☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

22:35:4S

***********************
● ********************************

1993 CompanyName

Addrws
City, Zip

●
●
●

Description:

●

☛

●This program

●

●

●

●

wasautomatiqlly

generated by GENSCRN.

********m********* ● *************************************

#REGION

O

REGIONAL m.cumarea, m.talkstat, m.compstat
IFSET(”TALK”)=
“ON”
SEf TALK OFF

m.talkstat=”ON”
EUE
m.talkstat=”OFF”
ENDIF
m.compstat=SET(”COMPATIBLE”)
SETCOMPATIBLE FOXPLUS
m.rborder= SET(”READBORDER”)
SETREADBORDER ON
m.cumarea=SELE~O

●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

☛

☛

ANALYSIS~indows Databases, Indexes, Relations
*
● ***********************
● ******************
**************

*
●

☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

*
IF USED(”class”)
SELE~class
S~ORDERTO
TAG”class_id”
EISE
SELE~ O
USE (LOCFI~”Vmtis\dbfs\class.dbF;DBF~Where
AGAIN ALIAS class ;
ORDER TAG “class_id”
ENDIF

is class?”));

IF USED(%ection”)

,.

,---”,..

SELH
section
S~ ORDER TO TAG “sect_id”
ELSE

SELmo
USE (LOCFILE(%nis\dbfsWection.dbF,”DBF,”Where
AGAIN ALIAS section ;
ORDER TAG “scct_id”

is section?”));

ENDIF
IF USED(”element”)
SEL~
element
S~ ORDER TO TAG “elm_id”
EME
SELE~ O
USE (LOCFILE(”kmis!dbfs\element.dbF,”DBF,”W%em
AGAIN ALIAS element;
ORDER TAG “elm_id”
ENDIF

I

!

!

#

is element?”));

IF USED(”steel”)
SEL~
steel
S~ ORDER TO TAG “steel_idm
EKE
SELE~ O
USE (LOCFIL~”Ymtis\dbfsksteel.db~,”DBF”,”Wbere is steel?”));
AGAIN ALIAS sleel ;
ORDER TAG “steel_id”
ENDIF

IF USED(”life”)
SELH
life
SH ORDER TO O
EIJ3E
SELECT O
USE (LOCFILE(”vntis\dbfs\life.dbF,”DB~,nWhere
AGAIN ALIAS life ;
ORDER O
ENDIF

is life?”));

IF USED(”momcu#)
S~
momcuw
S~ ORDER TO O
EIJ5E
SELE~ O
USE (LOCFILE(%nis\dbfsbnomcuw.dbF,”DBF,”Whete
AGAIN ALIAS momcum ;

ORDER
o

-

ENDIF
SELE~

class

*

***** *****

●

●

***********************************************

is momcuw?”));

●

●

●

*

●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

Windows Window definitions
● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛✘☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

☛

IFNOTWINST(”srnis”)
;
OR UPPER(W1’lTLE(”SMIS”)) == “SMXS.PJX”;
ORUPPER(W’IT’LE(”SMK”)) ==”SMlS,SCX”;
ORUPPER(WTTLE(”SM]S”)) ==%MIS,MNX”;
OR UPPER(WTllE(”SMIS”))
== %MIS,PRG” ;
OR UPPER(WITTLE(”SMIS”)) == “SMIS.FRX” ;
OR UPF’ER(W?TLE@MIS”)) == “SMIS.QPR”
DEFINE WINDOW SmiS;
AT 3.083, 8.750;
SIZE 24.538,100.200 ;
TITLE “Section Analysis’ ;
FONT “MS Saris Serif”, 8 ;
FLOAT ;
NOCLOSE ;
MINIMIZE ;
SYSTEM
ENDIF

●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

*

●

●

●************U***

☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛

ANALYSISwimlows SetupCode-SECTION 2
*****************

*****************

******

8

#REGION 1
PUBLIC m.class_id,
m.sect_id, m.ds_life,m.ntimes, n~.ds_load,;
m.]oadbias,m.loadcov
DIMENSION sections(40,2)
SIH UDFPARMS

TO REFERENCE

STORE” TO sections
SELECT DISTINCT ALLTRIM(UPPER(class .cIassname)), class.class_id;
FROM CIASS;
ORDER BY clasclassname;
INTO ARMY classes
m.betam.in = 0.0
ro.ntimes = 0.0
m.swhog = 0.0
m.btiswhog = 1.0
m.cov_swhog = 0.2
m.vwhog = 0.0
m.b_vwbog = 1.0
m,cov_vwhog = 0.2

m.swsag = 0.0
m.b_swsa g = 1.0
m.cov_swxag = 0.2
m.vwwg = 0.0
m.b_wsag = 1.0
m,cOv_vwsag = 0.2
msession = ‘‘

●

● *******************9**

●

●

● 88*8*******...****.

●

●

●

*

●

●☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● *****

.*.*...*

ANALYSISAVindows Screen byout
● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

#REGION.1
IFWVISIBLE(”srnis”)
ACTIVATEWINDOW smisSAME
EME
ACllVATEWINDOW smisNOSHOW
ENDIF
@ 3.769,57.600 SAY “Minimum Beta level:” + CHR(13) + ;
““ + CHR(13) + ;
“Time Step (in yearn):” ;
SIZE 3.000,19.800,0,000 ;
FONT “MS Sam Seri~, 8 ;
S-IYLE “T”
@ 1.923,57.600 SAY “SESSION PARAMETERS” ;
FONT “MS Saris Serif”, 8 ;
STYLE “B~
@ 3.769,4.2(M SAY “Vessel Class:” ;
FONT “MS Sam Seri~, 8 ;
STYLE ‘T
@ 5.615,4.200 SAY ‘Section:” ;
FONT “MS Sam Serif”, 8 ;
STYLE “T”
@ 1.923,4.800 SAY “SECIION IDENTIFICATION” ;
FONT “MS Saris SeriF, 8 ;
STYLE *BT
@ 13.923,4.800 SAY “Mean:””;
FONT “MS Saris Seri~, 8 ;
STYLE “T”
@ 15.769,4.8~ SAY “Bias:”+ CHR(13) + ;
““ + CHR(13) + ;
“Coef. of Var.:” ;
SIZE 3.000, 13.CK)O,
O.O(M;
FONT “MS Saris SeriF, 8 ;
STYLE “T
@ 9308,45 .6(KJSAY “D~ign LOADS:” ;
FONT “MS Sam Seri~, 8 ;
STYLE “BT

.,

$V’

‘1

L.,

@ 8.30S,2.600TO 8.308,98.200;

PEN 1,8;
STYLE”l”
@ 12.WQ55.200 TO 19.462,55.200 ;
PEN 1,8
@ 1.ChM,52.800TO 8.385,52.800 ;
PEN 1,8
@ 19.385,3.000 TO 19.385,98.600 ;
PEN 1,8 ;
SIYLE “1”
VWBM” ;
@ 12.615,23.600 SAY “SWBM
FONT “MS Sam SeriF, 8 ;
STYLE “-r
VWBM” ;
@ 12.615,M.800 SAY “SWBM
FONT “MS Sam Seri~, 8 ;
.STYIJS”T
@ 3.692,21,600 G~ m.which_class ;
PIcl-uRE ‘@’ ;
FROM classes ;
SIZE 1.538,22.167 ;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT “MS Saris Serif”, 8 ;
STYLE “B” ;
WHEN _qldlcflsQ ;
VALID _qld Icfmvco
@ 5.538,21.600
GET m.which_secl
;
PICI-URE“@” ;
FROM sections
;
SIZE 1.538,22.167
;
DEFAULT 1 ;
FONT “MS Saris
Seri~,
8;
STYLE “B”;
WHEN _qldlcfni60
;
VALID _qld lcfnm[o ;
DISABLE
@ 3.769,79.600 GET m.lxtamin ;
SIZE 1.000,8.800 ;
DEFAULT O ;
FONT “MS Saris Seri~,8 ;
PICITJRE “@K 99.999”
@ 5.615,82.000 GM m.timestep;
SIZE lJl10,6A00 ;
DEFAULT O ;
FONT “MS Saris Seri~, 8 ;
PICTURE “@K”
@ 13.923,22.0CM3GET m.swhog;
SIZE 1.000,13.600 ;
DEFAULT O ;
FONT “MS Saris Serii7, 8 ;
PICITJRE “@KZ 999999999.9” ;
DISABLE
@ 15.769,24.400 GET m.b_swhog;
SIZE 1.000,6.400 ;
DEFAULT “ “ ;

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

@

FONT “MS %s Senr, 8 ;
PICIWRE “@K” ;
DISABLE
17.615,24.4(M GET m.mw-swhog;
SIZE 1.CKk3,6.4fKl
;
DEFAULT””;
FO~ “MS Saris Serir, 8;
PICnJRE “@K” ;
DISABLE
13,923>8.~
G= m.vwhog;
SIZE 1.(KK),13,600;
DEFAULT O ;
FONT “MS Sms Scrir, 8 ;
PICIURE “&z 99999999.9” ;
DISABLE
lS.769,41,2JXl G~ m.b_vwhog;
SIZE 1.000,6.400 ;
DEFAULT “ “ ;
FONT “MS Saris SeriP, 8 ;
PICITJRE “@K” ;
DISABLE
17.615,41.200 GET m.cov_vwbog;
SIZE 1.0W),6A00 ;
DEFAULT “ 9 ;
FONT “MS Sam Serir, 8;
PICKJRE “@K” ;
DISABLE
13.923,62.800 .GET m.swsag;
SIZE 1.000,13.600 ;
DEFAULT O ;
FONT “MS Saris Serir, 8;
P1cruRE “@z 999999999.9” ;
DISABLE
15.769,65.200 G~ m.b_swsag;
SIZE 1.CNX),6.4W;
DEFAULT “ “ ;
FONT “MS Saris %ir, 8;
PICIWRE “@K” ;
DISABLE
17.615,65.2~ GET m.cov-swsag ;
SIZE 1.000,6.403 ;
DEFAULT “ “ ;
FONT “MS Saris Scrir, 8;
PICTURE “@K” ;
DISABLE
13.923,79 .6CNIGH m.wwag;
SIZE 1.WNl,13.600 ;
DEFAULT O ;
FONT “MS Saris Scrir, 8;
PICTURE “@Kz 999999999.9” ;
DISABLE
15.769,82.(X)OGET m.b_wsag;
SIZE 1.000,6.400 ;
DEFAULT “ ‘ ;

94

rF Usm(”ck”)
SELXI-

Clas

USE
ENDIF
IF USED(”se.ction”)
SEIJ2CT section
USE
ENDIF
IF USED(’’element”)
SELECI’ element
USE
ENDIF
IF USED(”steel”)
SEL~
steel
USE
ENDIF
IF USED(”lifem)
SEL~
life
USE
ENDIF
IF USED(”momcuw”)
SEL~
momcuw
USE
ENDIF
SELECT

(m.currarea)

#REGION O
SET RI%,DBORDER

&rlmrder

IF m.talkstat = “ON”
S= TALK ON
ENDIF
IF m.compstat = “ON”
S~ COMPATIBLE ON
ENDIF

8

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛✘☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

ANALYSISNindows
************8**********

●

● *****************o*

Cleanup Code
**************.***

●

*************

●

#REGION 1

/60

AND Stee].steel-id = Element.stccl_id;
AND Scctionscct-id = m.scct_id;
I.Nro ARMY tcmp

m.count = ALEN(tcmp)
n-elms = INT(m.counW6)
m~ep = 1
DO WHILE m.bta > m.Betamin
dimension elrns(n_cIms,16)
lasttxta = m.Ma
m.year = (mstep-l)*m.timcstep
DO CORRODER

DO CAPACHY
m.caphog = m.caphog/1000000
m.capsag = nl.capsa@1030000
m.twta hog= (m,caphog - m.dmdhog);
/sqrt((cov_caphog* m.caphog)’2 + vdmdhogA2)
m.betasag = (m.capsag - m.dmdsag);
/sqrI((cov_capsag* m.capsag)A2 + vdnldsag”2)
m.lxta = IMahog
SEL~

life

APPEND BLANK
GATHER MEMVAR
tn.slcp = m.step + 1
ENDDO
m.step = m-step -1
TIT = (m.step-l)”m.timtstcp + (m.Bctamin-lastMa)
m.timcstcp/(m.t%ta -lastMa)

“;

?~
WAIT WIN-DOW ‘You WON
●

Set up wastage linut repfi

***** ***** ***** ***** *****
●

***** ***** ***** ***** **o** ************************8

●

elnU(j,lO) = temp(i+12)
clms~,l 1) = temp(i+13)
eln@,12) = tcmp(i+14)
clnu(j,13) = temp(i+15)

i=i +16
j=j+l
IF i > m.count

done = .T.
ENDIF
ENDDO

●
☛☛☛☛☛☛✘✘☛☛☛

*********8888**=8***9Z0****************..*.,8.**0*8.***0****

END

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

**************O*

●

****,***********

*****************

●

*******

● ☛☛☛✌☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

PROCEDURECA.PACI~
●
● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

*
●

Input:

●
●

m.count

elms amay - contains the element specific info for the section
- lenglb of elms array

●

* output:
●

- Moment vs Cumature array

Mnlt_cw

●
●

-----a--ha-------

--+++.+.---+--------.

----------------

.

.

..-.+.---

.

●

“ Called by:

ANALYSIS

●

●

calls:

ELMPROPS

●

STRSSTRN

●
● ✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✍✍✎✎✎✎✍☞✎☞✎☞✎
✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✍ ✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✍✍✍✍✍
●

●

DIMENSION el_cu~(n_clms), strss(n_elms)
Initialize...

m.scct_a rc~ = 0.0
y-times_a = 0.0
I-nod= = 0.0
cr_stm = 0.0
I_nodc = 0.0
arti’ = 0,0

/02

●
●

Find clsstic limit curvature, cuwature at which first element rcacbes
its elastic limit, stressytistrs
elaslim = 10.

&& impsibly

high

Oaummoml

y:strn =

el-cuw = O.WKKNMWW
●

~lculatc elastic limit cuwature in the hogging condition
FOR i = 1 TO n-elms
y-na = elma(i,9) - m.na
y_strn = elms(i,12)/elrns(ij 10)
IF clms(i,14) < elma(i,12)
IF ys~ <0
el_cuw = clm3(i,14)/(elrns(i,l O)*y_na)
EISE
el_cum = y-strnfy_na
ENDIF
EISE
el_cuw = y_slrrdy_na
ENDIF
claslim = MIN(ABS(el_cuw), claslim)
ENDFOR
dorm = .F.
j=z
cuwtrfi)
stress =
~stj

=

= clastim

0.0
5

DO WHILE .NOT. done

k =j-1
forcc5um = 0.0
ca-sum = 0.0
moment(j) = 0.0

values
&& reset

FOR i = 1 TO n-elms
stmin = cuwtr(j)*(c1ms(i,9) - m.na)
DO st=tm WITH elnw(i,lO),elms(i,l l),ehns(i,12);
,elms(i,14),strain
strss(i) = stress
forc~um = forccsum + stress* ehns(i,15)
es-sum = ca-sum + elrna(i,lO)*ehns(i,15)
ENDFOR
IFj>2
shift = forcesurd(ea-sum”cumlr(j))
EIJ3E
shift = 0.0

—,. ...
.,.,
//o.g

~’

FOR i = 1 TO n-elms
y_na = elms(i,9) - m.n~
y_stm = e1ms(i,12)/elrns(i,lO)
IF elms(i,14) < e1rns(i,12)
IF y_lU >0
el_cuw = elrm(i, 14)/(elms(i,10) *y-na)
=E
cl_cuw = y_stm/y_na
ENDIF
EIJ3E
cl_cufv = y_strn/y_na
ENDIF
elaslim = -MXN(ABS(el-cuw),nS(clasl

ire))

ENDFOR
done = .F.
j=2
cumtr(j) = elaslim
stress = 0.0
forcesum = 0.0
ca_sum = 0.0
pstj = 5
DO WHILE .NOT. done
k=j-1
forctium = 0.0
ea_sum = 0.0
moment(j) = 0.0

&& reset values

FOR i = 1 TO n_clnw
strain = cuwtr(j)*(elnts(i,9) - rn.na)
DO st,tsstm WITH elms(i,lO),elms(i,l l),elnw(i,12);
,elms(i, 14),strai n
strss(i) = stress
forcesum = forccsurn + stress* elrns(i,15)
ea_sum = ca_sum + clms(i, 10)*elms(i,15)
ENDFOR
~

5hift= forccsurn/(ea_sum* cuwlr~))
m.na = m.na + shift
moment(j) = 0.0
FOR i = 1 TO n-elms
momcnt~) = rnomentfj) +;
strSs(i)”elms(i,15)*(ehm(i,9)-m.na)
ENDFOR
m.momnt = moment(’j)
m.cuwatr = cutvtr(j)

m.u_strs,m.y_strs, m.fmisson
●

last = 0.0
●

Calculate critical stress for plate Ixtween stiffeners
M3 = 4“m.elasmod”m.pt’3/( 12*(1-mqp3isaonA2))
plt-cr = kD*P10A2/(m.pt*m.pbA2)

●

done = .F.
ktxw = (pb/pt)*sqrt(u_strs/elasmod)
@m. m.pb
●rea

= m.pb”m.pt + m.wd=m.wt + m.fh*m.ft
Calculale
column(Euler)
buckling stress

●

e_a

rea = nl.ph*m.pt + m.wd*n~.wt + nl.fb*m.ft

cen(roid = (0.5* nl.wd”2*m.wt + m.fb*n].fl”nl.wd)/e

_area

I_cent = (m.pb*m.pt”3 + m.wt*m.wd A3+ m.fb*m.ftA3)/12 + ;
m.wt*(O.5*m.wd - cmt roid)A2;
m.pb* m.pt ●cent roidA2 + m.wd ●
+ m.fb*n~.ft*(m.wd - centroid)*2
gyradius = SQRT(I_cent/e-a rea)
col_cr = elasmod*(PI()*gyradius/m.space)A2
●

Calculale I-node
cr_slra =

1.8*col_m

I~late = (m.pt*m.pbA3/12) *SIN(m.theta)’2
I_web = m.wt*m.wd’3*COS(m.theta)A2/3
l_flg = (m.ft*m.fbn3/12) *SIN(m.theta)A2
I_node= I~latc + (I-web + m.wd*m.wt*(05*m.wd’COS(m.theta))A2);
COS(m.theW))A2)
+ (I_flg + m.ft*m.fb*(m.wd●

●
✘☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

❞

☛☛☛☛☛

☛☛☛☛☛

***** ***** ***** ***** *****

****0*****9**** *********************0*************

***** *****************=****************************

●

Procsdure STRSSTRN
*
*****

***m*

*****

**8**

*****

*8***

*****

*****

*****

*****

*****

****8

mm************8*

/495-,!””,,,‘

CR_STFLN = U-STRN
STRAIN = -STR41N

&& one-sided material stm~-strain cm

EME
TENSION = .F.
ENDIF
IF (ST%%IN > CR_STRNj
IF (HARDSPO’T)
STR123S = m.U_STRS
EUE
STRESS = CR-STRS + (CR_SIRN - STTL41N)*0.1●rn.EL4SMOD
ENDIF
EL5E
IF (STR41N <= Y_ST’RN)
STRESS = S’IIUIN*m.EL4SMOD.
ELSE
IF (ST’IL%IN> Y_STRN and. STIL41N c U_STRN)
EXPON1 = EXP@llLAIN - Y_S~N)/Kl)
STRESS = (m.U-STRS/K2)*EXPON l/(1 +EXPON1/k2)
ELSE
STRESS = m.U_STRS
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF TENSION

STRESS= -STRESS
ENDIF
●

REITJRN
●

●

●

●

●
✎☛

*********************

●

.QLDIC~I

●

“ Function
8

●
●
●
●

********************

●

*************

m.which-class WHEN

●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Origin:

Windows
From Platform:
From screen:
ANALYSIS,
Vari~blc:
m.whicb_class
WHEN Clause
Called By
Snip@ Numbe~
1.

Record Numtm

●

●

●

●*******************O**********************

22

●

*******-*****

●

FUNCTION -qldlcflsi
#REGION 1
m.which_class = 1
●

●

●

●

●
●
●

●

***************m******* ●*******************S************
_QLDICFMVC

●

●

&& m.which_class WHEN

Function Origin:

m.which_class VALID

WHERE section.class_id = m.class_id;
ORDER BY sect_id;
INTO ARMY sections
SHOW GET m.which-sect ENABLE
-CUROBJ = OBJNUM(which-sect)
“ find the correct claw record and pint to it

●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛✘☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

●

●

* _QLDlcm16

●

●

●

m.which-sect WI-EN

Function Origin:

●

●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛✝☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

●
●

Windows
From Platform:
From Screen:
ANALYSIS,
m.which_sect
Variable:
WHEN Clause
Called By:
snip~t NumbeK
3

●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

Record Nu mkc

23

**************** ● **************** ● **************** ● *****

●

FUN1310N -qldlcfni6
#REGION 1
m.which-sect
= 1●

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

●

●

●

_QLDICFNMT

●

●

●

* Function
Origin:

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

&& m.which_sect WHEN

● ☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛

●

***********m****

●

*****

m.which-sect VALID

Windows
From Platform:
ANALYSIS,
From Screen:
m.which-sect
“ Variable:
VALID Clause
● Called By
● Snip~t
NumbeR
4

●

●

●

●

●

● m****

******m***********

Record Numlxm 23

● ************m*****

● *******8*****

●

&& m.which_sect VALID
FUN~ON
-qld lcfnmt
#REGION 1
ms.ct_id = scctions(m.which-sect,2)
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

*

●

●

●

***********************
-QLDICFOOM
Function Origin:

●******************88*****

m.beginVALID

●

******

APPENDIXB: SECTIONIDUIZATION
ELM ID
BO1P
B02P
B03P
B04P
B05P
BUS
B06P
B06S
B07P
B07S
B08P
B08S
B09P
B09S
B1OP

B1OS
B1lP
B1lS
B12P
B12S
B13P
B13S
B14P
B14S
B15P
B15S
B16P
B16S
B17P
B17S
B18P
B18S
B19P
B19S
B20P
B20S
B21P
B21S
B22P
B22S
DO1P
DOIS
D02P

PB
PT
lCKn3tI 25,0

1~,0 25.0
l~iO 25.0
lMKI.O25,0
lUI,O 25.0
1~,0 25,0
1~.O 25.0
1(33).025.0
1~.O 25.0
1~,0 25,0
11XH3,0
25,0
l(M,O 25,0
1COO.O 25,0
1030.025.0
1~.O 25.0
1003,025,0
1000,025,0
1000,025,0
1003,025.0
1000,025,0
lCOO,O25.0
1~,0 25,0
1000,025,0
1000.025.0
1000.025.0
1000,025.0
1000,025,0
lCUI.O25,0
lCOO,O25.0
1~,0 25.0
1~.O 25,0
1~,0 25.0
950.0 18,0
950.0 18,0
425.0 25,0
425,0 25.0
950.0 18,0
950,0 18,0
370,0 16.0
370.0 16,0
1~.O 25,0
1U.O 25,0
1~”.O 25,0

PR
0.197
0,197

0.197
0.197
0.197
0.197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0.197
0,197
0.197
0.197
0.197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0.197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0.197
0.197
0.197
0.197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0,197
0,051
0.051
0,035
08035
0.051
08051
08035
0.035
0,110
0,110
0.110

TABLE

WD
797.0

WT
15,0

WR
0.063

FB
2~,0

Fl
33.0

FR
0.053

797io
797io
797.0
797.0
797.0
797.0
797.0

15,0
15,0
15,0
15.0
15,0
15.0
15,0

O.ou
0.063
0,063
0.063
0,063
0.063

2mio
2m,o
2m,o
2m,o
2m,o
2m,o

33.0
33.0
33,0
33.0
33.0
33.0

0,053
0,053
0,053
0,053
0,053
0.053

797,0

15,0

0.063
0.063

2mo
2mlo

33.0
33.0

0.053
0!053

797,0 15.0 0,063 2mo
797,0 15,0 0.063 2m,o
797,0
797,0
797.0
797,0
797.0
797,0
797.0
797.0
797,0
797,0
797,0
797.0
797.0
797.0
797,0
797,0
797.0
797,0
797,0
797.0
797.0
297.0
297.0
475.0
475,0
297.0
297.0
475s0
475,0
480.0
480,0

15.0
1540
15.0
15.0
15,0
15,0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15,0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15,0
15,0
15.0
15.0
15.0
11.5
11,5
18.0
18,0
11.5
11.5
18,0
18,0
32,0
32,0

0,063
0,063
0,063
0,063
0.063
0,063
0,063
0.063
0.063
0,063
0,063
0,063
0.063
0,063
0,063
0.063
0.063
0,063
0.063
0,063
0.063
0,035
0,035
0.051
0,051
0.035
0.035
0,051
0,051
0,063
0,063

480.0 32,0 0,063

33!0 0,053

33.0
2m.o 33,0
200,0 33.0
2UI.O 33.0
200.0 33.0
200,0 33,0
2m,o 33,0
2cno 33.0
2CKL0 33.0
200,0 33.0
200,0 33.0
200,0 33,0
200.0 33.0
200.0 33.0
200,0 33.0
2m,o 33,0
2CMI.O‘ 33,0
200.0 33!0
200.0 33.0
2(M,O 33.0
2m,o 33.0
2mo
33,0
1~.O 16.0
1~.O 16.0
0,0
0.0
0,0
0.0
1~.O 16.0
1~.O 16.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0,053
0,053
0.053
0,053
0,053
0,053
0,053
0,053
0.053
0.053
0,053
0,053
0.053
0.053
0.053
0.053
0,053
0,053
0,053
0s053
0.053
0,053
0.050
0.050
O.U
O.m
0,050
0.050
O.m
O.m
O,m
O.m

Y NODE

THETA

STEEL

0.125 - -O.m
Oim
0.125
0.125
O.a)
0,125
O,m
Olm
0.125
O,m
0.125

O.m

Om
O.m
ohm
0,00
O.m
0.00
O.m
O.ca
Om
O.m
Osn

0,00
O,m
O,m
O.m
O,cm
O,m
O,m
O,m
1.07
1,07
3,14
3,14
1.07
1,07
3,14
3,14
3.14
3,14
3.14

0.0 0.033 258Ci),m

/of Afl

2222

O,m
O,m
O.m
O.al
Om
O.m

0,125
0.125
0.125
0,125
0.125
0,125
0,125
0.125
0,125
0.125
0.125
0,125
0.125
0,125
0,125
0.125
0.125
0,125
0.125
0.125
0,125
0.125
0.125
0,125
0,125
0,125
950.m
9501m
1m,m
lm.m
950.m
950,m
1m,m
1m,m
258m,m
258mim

,
a“%,

,’
,’

ID

2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222

